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Augusta Read Thomas
Full details and audio samples visit

‘...The performances are as persuasive as expected given the involvement of such as Pierre Boulez and
Oliver Knussen, while the quality of sound and the extensive booklet-notes are added enhancements.
One can only await Vol. 2 of this series with impatience.’

‘In My Sky at Twilight is a setting for soprano and 18 instruments of a patchwork of poetic fragments that
range chronologically from Sappho to Neruda, in which the mood changes with tremendous agility.
Thomas's confident handling of a chamber orchestra is perhaps the most impressive aspect of the pieces
in this collection.’
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For more ‘maps’ visit http://www.augustareadthomas.com/store/index.html
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In 2017 she received an opera commission from a consortium of nine opera
companies, led by Santa Fe Opera and San Francisco Opera. Other recent
commissions have come from the Boston Symphony, Utah Symphony and Chicago
Philharmonic. She has recently written works for the Nova Ensemble, JACK quartet,
Third Coast Percussion, the Danish Chamber Players, Eugene Symphony, the Fromm
Foundation, Tanglewood, and London’s Wigmore Hall.

Thomas is a member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and of the
American Academy of Arts and Letters.

"This is music that is always in motion, as if coming perpetually out of a
magician’s hat. It leads but doesn’t direct, and is playful and subtle,
dancing on light feet. It is music that conjures." The Huffington Post
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The music of Augusta Read Thomas ‘is boldly considered music that
celebrates the sound of the instruments and reaffirms the vitality of
orchestral music.’ Philadelphia Inquirer

‘Augusta Read Thomas has secured for herself a permanent place in
the pantheon of American composers of the 20th and 21st centuries.
She is without question one of the best and most important composers
that this country has today. Her music has substance and depth and a
sense of purpose. She has a lot to say and she knows how to say it —
and say it in a way that is intelligent yet appealing and sophisticated.’
Edward Reichel, Music Critic 2015

In 2015 The New York Times wrote that Thomas had the distinction of having her work
performed more frequently in 2013-14 than any other living ASCAP composer,
according to statistics from performing rights organization.  Former Chairperson of the
American Music Center, she serves on many boards, is a generous citizen in the
profession at large, and, according to the American Academy of Arts and Letters, ‘has
become one of the most recognizable and widely loved figures in American music.’

Thomas rose early to the top of her profession, and from the outset was championed
by Barenboim, Rostropovich, Boulez, Eschenbach, Salonen, Maazel, Ozawa, and
Knussen. She was the longest-serving Mead Composer-in-Residence for Daniel Baren-
boim and Pierre Boulez with the Chicago Symphony from 1997 through 2006, a
residency that culminated in the premiere of Astral Canticle – one of two finalists for
the 2007 Pulitzer Prize in Music.  During her residency, Thomas premiered nine
commissioned orchestral works, and took a lead role in establishing the MusicNOW
series allowing her to commission and programme the works of living composers.
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Augusta Read Thomas

 for cello and orchestra (1999)
1 I  Majestic; driving and persistent; cantabile 5.27
2 II  Mysterious and expansive; longing; yearning 4.21
3 III  Spirited; passionate, bold and lyrical 3.39
 David Finckel, cello
 Taipei Symphony Orchestra
 Felix Chiu-Sen Chen, conductor

 for string quartet (2017) *
4 I  CHI – vital life force 3.24
5 II  AURA – atmospheres, colors, vibrations  4.13
6 III  MERIDIANS – zeniths 3.37
7 IV  CHAKRAS – center of spiritual power in the body  2.36

Spektral Quartet

8  for percussion quartet playing two marimbas (2017) *
Third Coast Percussion

 for saxophone and organ (2006)
9 Angel Tears 3.02
10 Earth Prayers 2.18

Allen Harrington, saxophone
 Lottie Enns-Braun, organ
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 for piano trio (2016) *
11 I  Triple Marionette 5.51
12 II  Cathedrals (prayer for peace) 6.22
13 III  Highways and Byways 4.19

Civitas Ensemble

14  for solo cello (2016) *
 Scott Kluksdahl, cello

15  for solo cello (2016) *
Scott Kluksdahl, cello

16  for male glee club (TTBB) (2015) *
The University of Notre Dame Glee Club

 Daniel Stowe, conductor [Recorded in concert]

 for solo piano (2007) *
17 Motion Detector 2.34
18 Still Life 3.31

Lynn Raley, piano

   Total playing time 77.59

* World Premiere Recordings
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 made his debut with The
San Francisco Symphony, and has been heard
as chamber musician, recitalist and soloist in the
United States, Europe, Israel, and Central and
South America.  His particular interest in modern
music has led to significant affiliations with
Robert Helps, Richard Wernick, Richard
Brodhead, David Del Tredici and Augusta Read
Thomas.  Following a daring unaccompanied
program at Carnegie Hall’s Weill Recital Hall in
New York City, Strings magazine identified him
as “a simply superb cellist, playing with
consummate technical ease, a beautiful sound,
total conviction, authority and dedication to the
music.”  Scott Kluksdahl has recorded on CRI,
Albany, Triton, Pierian, Nimbus, and Centaur
labels Ph
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 has performed across the US,
Netherlands, Canada, Taiwan, and Thailand. His
commitment to the music of our time has brought
him invitations from contemporary music festivals
in Texas, Florida, Alabama, Tennessee, and New
Mexico. In the U.S. he has performed under
conductors Akira Endo, Gerhard Samuel, Carl St.
Clair, and Crafton Beck. His engaging concert-
talks on new music have been heard at Juilliard,
Westminster Choir College, and Rice University,
among others. A Fulbright Scholar, he was visiting
professor at National Chiao Tung University in
Taiwan in 2012-13. Principal teachers were David
Bar-Illan, Theodore Lettvin, Paul Hoffman, and
Menahem Pressler.
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Canadian musicians Allen Harrington (saxophone) and Lottie Enns-Braun (organ) began
performing together in 2005. Since then, they have given many recitals and have been
featured on Winnipeg’s Westminster Organ Series and at the 2016 Royal Canadian College
of Organists National Convention.  They are praised for their flexible programming, which
frequently features living composers as well as encompassing music from as early as the
Baroque era.  Allen is an associate professor at the University of Manitoba’s Desautels
Faculty of Music, where he teaches saxophone, bassoon, and chamber music. Outside his
university teaching career he maintains a busy schedule as a soloist, orchestral and chamber
musician, and adjudicator.  He has recently released two CDs: Metropolis (2014) and The
Postcard Sessions (2016), both on the Ravello Records label.  Lottie is the director of music
and organist at Young United Church in Winnipeg, university organist for the University of
Manitoba, and an active member of the Royal Canadian College of Organists.  She is heard
regularly as solo recitalist and frequently collaborates as organist with choral and
instrumental ensembles in Winnipeg and beyond.
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GLORY be to God for dappled things—
For skies of couple-colour as a brinded cow;
For rose-moles all in stipple upon trout that swim;
Fresh-firecoal chestnut-falls; finches’ wings;
Landscape plotted and pieced—fold, fallow, and plough;
And áll trádes, their gear and tackle and trim.

All things counter, original, spare, strange;
Whatever is fickle, freckled (who knows how?)
With swift, slow; sweet, sour; adazzle, dim;
He fathers-forth whose beauty is past change:
Praise him
Gerard Manley Hopkins

The present collection of Augusta Read Thomas's works spans 18 years, from 1999 to 2017.
It juxtaposes the two sides of Thomas that we've already encountered in previous volumes,
the large-scale thinker in the cello concerto Ritual Incantations, the piano trio Klee Musings
and the recent string quartet Chi, and the miniaturist in the six other works which on this disc
act as satellites to the above-mentioned three larger works. Two sides that, paradoxically,
seem to share more similarities than differences. Common to all the works collected here are
the sunny, free-wheeling lyricism, luminosity, sense of colour, spontaneity, caprice,
playfulness and spirituality which have long been ineradicable characteristics of her nuanced
music, all tied up with an irrepressible energy and a sense of irreducible concision no matter
how expansive the time frame, of taking all the time in the world to say everything that needs
to be said in any given piece, but not a second more than that!

The second of three cello concertos to date, Ritual Incantations is in some ways this disc's
anomaly: it's the only work of Thomas' to have been written in the previous century, and the
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only one to involve orchestral forces, thus commanding the largest palette of colours and
sonorities on this release. Here, in the late 1990s, one finds Thomas' language already
powerfully expressive and passionate, but also weightier, more intense, more densely
charged. Thomas is not at play here - that comes later on. However, many elements of
Thomas' typical approach to concertante writing are already in place: above all, the
relationship between soloist and orchestra is not so much adversarial as symbiotic. The
orchestra is not really an element the soloist fights against but rather an extension of the
soloist, adding a halo of resonance and a sense of aural space to the cello's voice and
discourse - no matter how loudly Thomas' orchestra rings, snaps and shouts here (and it does
so quite often), the soloist is never overwhelmed. The first two movements, hieratic and
meditative by turns, point to serious matters explored patiently and intently. By the third and
final movement, the dancing impetus that will become an increasingly dominant component
of Thomas' music makes its mark. The passion here is more than ever animated by a
pronounced sense of striving, of urgent propulsion towards a culmination, a point of arrival,
but the ending, with the cello rising up to face the light, hints at unfinished business, with the
listener being dropped off from a journey that's still ongoing.

Seventeen years on, we find Thomas playing a singularly purposeful brand of fun and games
in the Klee Musings, for piano trio. With this work, Thomas joins a small, select group of
composers spurred by the art of Paul Klee to conjure up sounding counterparts for his quirky,
dreamlike pictures, amongst them Gunther Schuller, Peter Maxwell Davies, Sandor Veress
and David Diamond. The opening Triple Marionette finds Thomas pitting Brahms cheek by
jowl with Thelonious Monk and bebop in general as the music's fractured, jittery line zig-zags
in all directions through all kinds of imaginable twists and turns. The marionettes' progress is
predominantly (but not exclusively) monodic, and it finally seems to stutter away into silence
before it ends as decisively as it does punctually. The central Cathedrals is a quiet oasis of
calm, translucent sonorities, with Thomas' favourite bell-like strokes here finding Debussy
and Ravel in quietly congenial company with Bill Evans. The music's immobility is deceptive,
however, and it imperceptibly builds to a vibrant climax before subsiding back to its
peaceable luminescence. For the final Highways and Byways Brahms resumes his testy,
bebop-flavoured mano a mano with Monk along with, one fancies, William Schuman in his
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Founded in 2011,
Civitas is a chamber
music ensemble with a
threefold mission: to
present engaging live
performances of new
and traditional works; to
inspire a young
generation of classical
musicians; and to bring
the healing power of
music to those with
limited access to live
performances.  Civitas Ensemble musicians are members of The Chicago Symphony
Orchestra.  Recognized for its quality of performances as well as its community engagement
efforts, Civitas Ensemble was invited to perform with Yo-Yo Ma at the 2012 Chicago
Humanities Festival. Civitas is also the Ensemble-in- Residence at Valparaiso University’s
Department of Music, where its members perform concerts, coach students in the many
aspects of music making, and act as role models for these aspiring young musicians.
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Founded in 1915, the University of Notre
Dame Glee Club draws its membership from all fields of study at the University. Each year
the Glee Club presents a wide-ranging repertory each year in several formal campus and
tour concerts as well as in dozens of informal performances at University events, presenting
programs that include classical a-cappella music for men’s chorus as well as folk songs,
African-American spirituals, barbershop arrangements, and songs of Notre Dame.

The Glee Club tours domestically twice each year (during fall and spring breaks), and
internationally once every other year; it has performed in over 40 U.S. states, and in over
20 countries throughout Europe and in Asia and Latin America. The group has appeared
in concert with the Jerusalem Symphony and the Hong Kong Sinfonietta, and regularly joins
with the South Bend Symphony and other local university choruses in performances of choral
masterworks.
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nervy prestissimo mode aiding and abetting the music's progress. It's a different kind of
progress from Triple Marionette, though. The music is no longer so insistently monodic:
there's a more flowing sense of linearity in its trajectory, with pockets of lyricism now more
overt. The playfulness continues unabated all the way to another of Thomas' distinctive

“stinger” endings, very much in keeping with Klee's jocular imagery.

Chi, for string quartet, was commissioned by Chicago's Rockefeller Memorial Chapel and
the Spektral Quartet who premiered it on April 29, 2017. Thomas explains the work's title
thus:

The Chinese refer to the vital life force energy of the universe, present within
every living thing, as has been studied for over ten thousand years,
from China and Japan to India, the Hawaiian Islands and South America.

is the energy of life itself, recognized as the balance of Yin and Yang
(male and female, positive and negative, electromagnetic energy), which
flows through everything in creation. The power of emits soulful colours
(the ), giving expressive vibrational frequency, and sound. flows
through the body pathways -known as (high points) and
(deep, subtle spiritual nodes of the profound essential centre) - of all living
forms.

In musical terms, this leads Thomas to shape the work as a 4-movement, fast-slow-fast-slow
sequence. The opening Chi sets the stage, all driving rhythms and punchy accents, the music
dominated by an inexhaustible sense of forward motion which finally cuts off at the point of
maximum intensity. From this emerge the quietly glowing colours of Aura, giving the listener
the impression that a point of repose has been reached in necessary contrast to the previous
relentless activity. Such an impression is deceptive, however, as the harmonies slowly but
surely build in volume and tension, until the music's opening glow has finally turned to sheer
incandescence. Such an accumulation needs a release, and it's almost with a sense of relief
that the quartet tears off at a gallop in the ensuing Meridians. Thomas' by now familiar
bebopping hockets once again send the music cavorting across space, but this is a different
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kind of forward motion than the one embodied by Chi: the effect is now less openly
directional and more scatter-shot, the quartet unashamedly rejoicing in this endless,
kaleidoscopic discharge of energy. Like the preceding movements, the music at last cuts off
at its peak, thus ushering in the concluding Chakras. This is the shortest and simplest of the
movements, all glowing, glassy harmonics, all energy and emotion finally, blissfully spent as
the music fades off on a widely spaced, clean, perfect fifth into the silence of true repose.

As mentioned above, Thomas is as comfortable working on a small scale as well as on large
canvases such as the three works discussed above. Some of these miniatures were devised
for specific purposes beyond the environment of the concert hall. A case in point is the little
diptych Angel Tears & Earth Prayers, commissioned in 2006 by the American Guild of
Organists for performance during interludes in church services and tailored so that they can
be performed by amateur (or non-professional) organists on small organs. Originally for
trumpet and organ, it's heard here in an alternate version for saxophone and organ. Both
movements share a plangently understated lyricism, with Earth Prayers the more openly
voluble of the two.

The Eurythmy Etudes for piano date from 2007 and were the result of a visit to Rudolf
Steiner's Goetheanum in Dornach, Switzerland. Originally written to be moved or “danced”
to by Eurythmy “dancers”, they too form a diptych, but this time the two movements are
clearly contrasted. The opening Motion Detector is all nervy energy, with Thomas' familiar
hockets once more taking centre stage. The ensuing Still Life unfolds with unhurried
deliberation over it's 3½ minute span, pausing frequently in its patient progress.

Dappled Things (2015) is this collection's sole choral work, and one of just two that Thomas
has written for male voices (the earlier The Rewaking is the other one). It sets Gerard Manley
Hopkins' Pied Beauty, and Thomas' instinctive understanding of the sprung rhythms of
Hopkins' poetry led her to fashion a jazz-inflected choral scherzo with the unerringly placed
verbal stresses generating a momentum both graceful and unstoppable.

The two works for solo cello are both meditations on deities of Greek / Roman mythology,
and are both exploratory in character. Nonetheless, they are clearly both stand-alone works
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 The Grammy-nominated Spektral Quartet actively pursues a vivid
conversation between exhilarating works of the traditional canon and those written this
decade, this year, or this week. With the New York Times writing that they “proved that they
have everything: a supreme technical command that seems to come easily, a capacity to
make complicated music clear, and...an ability to cast a magic spell,” Spektral is known for
creating seamless connections across centuries, drawing in the listener with charismatic
deliveries, interactive concert formats, an up-close atmosphere, and bold, inquisitive
programming. The Spektral Quartet is proud to serve as ensemble-in-residence at the
University of Chicago’s Department of Music.
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is a Grammy Award-winning, artist-run quartet of classically-
trained percussionists hailing from the great city of Chicago. For over ten years, the ensemble
has forged a unique path in the musical landscape with virtuosic, energetic performances
that celebrate the extraordinary depth and breadth of musical possibilities in the world of
percussion. The ensemble has been praised for “commandingly elegant” (New York Times)
performances, the “rare power” (Washington Post) of their recordings, and “an inspirational
sense of fun and curiosity” (Minnesota Star-Tribune). The four members of Third Coast are
also accomplished teachers, and since 2013, have served as ensemble-in-residence at the
University of Notre Dame’s DeBartolo Performing Arts Center.
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despite their shared subject matter. Rhea Enchanted encloses a central scherzo between its
calmer outer panels, while Venus Enchanted pursues a freer-flowing, less sectional journey
while taking on a consistently more intense mood throughout.

Finally, we come up to date with Qì, which was unveiled by the four members of Third Coast
Percussion at Notre Dame University in Indiana July 22, 2017, a mere five days before the
present booklet note was completed! With four percussionists sharing two marimbas between
them, Qì has Thomas in fun-and-games mode full-on as the music tears off at dizzying speed
without pause through the work's five densely packed minutes. Thomas's underlying image
here is the notion of 4 interlocking gears, the players having to mesh and dovetail with the
absolute precision of well-oiled gears and cogs whirring away in a fine Swiss watch. The
4-way dialogue is as rapid-fire as it is incessant, and in due course one just knows that one
of Thomas' favourite “stinger” endings is supposed to loom over the horizon. But when it
comes, it blindsides the listener with the precision of a perfectly timed punchline!

Paul Pellay, July 2017.
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Tracks 1-3 Da-Hong Seetoo
Tracks 4, 5-8, 10-12, 15-16 Christopher L. Willis
Track 9 Dan Nichols
Tracks 13-14 Dan Donahue
Tracks 17-18 Max Wilcox, producer  David Merrill, engineer
Track 17 & 18 Recorded in the American Academy of Arts & Letters auditorium
Post-production by Christopher L. Willis

Nimbus Music Publishing : QI, CHI, Klee Musings, Rhea Enchanted, Venus Enchanted
G. Schirmer, Inc. (Music Sales Group) : Ritual Incantations, Dappled Things,
Angel Tears & Earth Prayers, Eurythmy Etudes

John Bierbusse, Harve Ferrill in honor of Karla Scherer, Jane Heron,
Matthew Meselson in honor of Jeanne Guillemin,
Bruce Oltman in honor of Bonnie McGrath, Sidney Robinson, Bob Schmidt, John Schmidt
Nicholas Yasillo in honor of Susan Yasillo

All the musicians on this recording and:
Rockefeller Chapel at The University of Chicago, Elizabeth J.L. Davenport
Reva and David Logan Center for the Arts, Greg Redenius, Sean Wills,
DeBartolo Performing Arts Center, Sean Martin, The Norton Concert Series,
Susan and Nicholas Yasillo, PARMA Recordings, LLC, Brandon MacNeil,
Artistled, Reba Cafarelli, Paul Pellay, Thomas van Straaten, Christopher L. Willis, Scott Lamberty

cover image : Gearóid Burke
Photographs of Augusta Read Thomas © Anthony Barlich

This release made under license to Wyastone Estate Limited
c Wyastone Estate Ltd 2017 © Wyastone Estate Ltd 2017
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Cellist David
Finckel’s multifaceted career as concert
performer, recording artist, educator,
arts administrator, and cultural
entrepreneur places him in the ranks of
today’s most influential classical
musicians. In recognition of artistic
excellence and achievement in the arts,
David Finckel and his longtime recital
partner, pianist Wu Han, are recipients
of Musical America’s Musicians of the
Year award, one of the highest honors
granted by the music industry.

David Finckel has been hailed as a “world class soloist” (Denver Post) and “one of the top
ten, if not top five, cellists in the world today” (Nordwest Zeitung, Germany). In high demand
as a chamber musician, he appears in over one hundred concerts each season in recital with
pianist Wu Han, and in piano trios with violinist Philip Setzer, at the most prestigious venues
and concert series across the United States and around the world. His activities as a concerto
soloist include performances and recordings of the Dvorák Concerto, John Harbison
Concerto, and Britten Concerto.
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Augusta Read Thomas
Ritual Incantations

1-3  for cello and orchestra (1999)
 David Finckel, cello Taipei Symphony Orchestra
 Felix Chiu-Sen Chen, conductor

4-7  for string quartet (2017) * Spektral Quartet

8  for percussion quartet playing two marimbas (2017) *
Third Coast Percussion

9-10
for saxophone and organ (2006)

 Allen Harrington, saxophone Lottie Enns-Braun, organ

11-13  for piano trio (2016) * Civitas Ensemble

14-15 &
 for solo cello (2016) * Scott Kluksdahl, cello

16  for male glee club (TTBB) (2015) *
The University of Notre Dame Glee Club, Daniel Stowe, conductor

17-18  for solo piano (2007) *
 Lynn Raley, piano

 * World Premiere Recording


